DIAMONDS
EXHIBIT DESCRIPTIONS
Diamonds is a 2,000 sq. ft. exhibition that takes visitors on a journey from "rocks to
riches." The exhibits and experiences include rock and mineral samples, rough cut
diamonds, acrylic reproductions, multimedia experiences, computer interactives and large
full-image graphic panels.
The exhibits explore how diamonds were formed billions of years ago deep within the
Earth; how they were brought to the surface through volcanic eruptions; how we explore,
mine and process the stones; and how they are transformed into beautiful jewelry pieces.

INTRODUCTION

Entrance

An Introduction

A recreated stylized rock entrance
tunnel welcomes visitors to the world
of Diamonds!

Read a brief introduction to the
history of diamonds, their formation,
industrial applications and our
obsession with finding and mining
this rare gem.

FORMATION

What are Diamonds?

Diamond vs. Graphite Colored Diamonds

Compare two crystal structures at
this exhibit and determine which
structure represents that of a
diamond.

Compare two crystal structures at
this exhibit and determine which
structure represents that of a
diamond. While diamond and
graphite are made of pure carbon,
they exhibit very different physical
properties. It is their crystal structure
that sets them apart.

Try your hand at coloring your own
custom diamond! Visitors use a
computer interactive to create a
colored diamond of their very own.

Volcanic Pipes

Spot the Diamond

Examine samples of kimberlite rock
from sources all over the world.
Watch the dramatic animated
recreation of a kimberlite explosion.

Are you up for the challenge? Then
try to 'Spot the Diamond' on the
recreated rock face!

EXPLORATION

Explorer's Tools

Erosion of Kimberlites Indicator Minerals

Examine the content of an
explorer's backpack to reveal the
essential tools used to seek out the
mother load! Utilize descriptive flipsignage to read about some of the
tools and their purpose.

Observe and compare samples of
alluvial sand and glacial till which
could be thousands of years old!
Learn how rivers and glaciers have
eroded kimberlite pipes over millions
of years.

Become a detective in search of
kimberlite indicator minerals that may
lead you to a diamond deposit. Study
samples of indicator minerals using a
sliding magnifier and test your
identifcation skills.

Indicator Minerals in
Diamond Exploration

Geophysical
Exploration

Exploration

Observe large samples of indicator
minerals using a sliding magnifier.
Can you identify the different
indicator minerals?

Pick up the magnetometer to scan
the aerial view image to determine
the probable location of a kimberlite
pipe and perhaps the mother load!

Look through the eyes of a geologist
by examining a magnetic anomaly
map of the area you examined with
the magnetometer. Can you locate
the kimberlite pipe?

MINING &
PROCESSING
Crater of Diamonds
Crater of Diamonds State Park is the world's 8th
largest diamond-bearing deposit in surface area and
the only diamond mine where visitors may keep what
they find.

Processing Diamonds
Sneak a peek through graphic images of the
diamond extraction processes. Learn about the
four stage of separation a diamond has to go
through after it is extracted from the ground.

World Diamond Mines
The world tour continues! Navigate a world map and
learn interesting facts about current and past
diamond mining operations worldwide.

Find Your Arkansas Diamond
There are three methods of diamond
searching at Crater of Diamonds State Park;
surface searching, dry and wet sifting.

Mining Methods
Discover that there are five mining methods which
vary depending on where you are in the world!

PROPERTIES

Synthetics & Simulants

Thermal Conductivity

Did you know that diamonds can be grown. Discover
two ways in which a diamond can be manufactured.
Learn the differences between simulants and real
diamonds.

Diamonds have the highest thermal conductivity of any
material. Touch different materials to test their thermal
conductivity at this exhibit and compare your findings with
the graphic chart. Learn how thermal conductivity is used
in industrial applications.

Refraction

Hardness

Did you know that diamonds slow down the speed of
light by 30%! Witness it yourself by observing the
sparkle of your own diamond! Shine the laser beam
through the prism and observe how the light beads
or is refracted. Compare the refractive indices of
diamonds to that of other minerals.

Diamonds not only shine and sparkle, they are the
hardest natural substance on Earth! This fact is
exhibited in a sculpture which is made of different
diamond-baring objects that are used for multiple
applications.

THE GEM

Cutting & Polishing

Carat

Color

Discover the three main steps in the
process of diamond cutting. The
display case in this exhibit breaks
the process down even further to
showcase the nine stages of
diamond cutting.

Carat, one of a diamond's 4 C's is
revealed at this exhibit. Study cubic
zirconia representations of carat
size, manipulated plastic rulers to
determine the size of specimens
and/or your own diamonds.

Learn the relation of color to value in
this exhibit. View color masters,
manipulate color charts and
determine the color of acrylic
reproductions and/or your own
diamonds.

Clarity

Cut

AR Diamonds & Gems

Get up close and personal with
diamond inclusions! Learn the
difference between internal and
external inclusions through graphics,
replicas and diagrams.

View acrylic representations of the
nine most popular diamond cuts.
Test your own diamond in the ASET
machine or test the replicas
provided to determine the cut.

Visitors can learn more about some
of the incredible gems that have
been found in the world's only public
diamond mine.

THE GEM
CONTINUED

Famous Diamonds

Testing Pods (3)

Marvel over the most famous diamonds in the world! This
display depicts five of the world's most famous diamonds
and seven famous diamonds found in Arkansas's Crater of
Diamonds State Park.

Visitors apply what they learned
about a diamond's 4 C's on acrylic
simulants or their own gems at three
testing pods.

Shop Window
Mock jewelry store window.

For pricing and availability, please contact:
Josh Annett | jannett@museumofdiscovery.org | 501.537.4601

